MemBrain-contact 2.0: A new two-stage machine learning model for the prediction enhancement of transmembrane protein residue contacts in the full chain.
Inter-residue contacts in proteins have been widely acknowledged to be valuable for protein 3D structure prediction. Accurate prediction of long-range transmembrane inter-helix residue contacts can significantly improve the quality of simulated membrane protein models. In this paper, we present an updated MemBrain predictor, which aims to predict transmembrane protein residue contacts. Our new model benefits from an efficient learning algorithm that can mine latent structural features, which exist in original feature space. The new MemBrain is a two-stage inter-helix contact predictor. The first stage takes sequence-based features as inputs and outputs coarse contact probabilities for each residue pair, which will be further fed into convolutional neural network together with predictions from three direct-coupling analysis approaches in the second stage. Experimental results on the training dataset show that our method achieves an average accuracy of 81.6% for the top L /5 predictions using a strict sequence-based jackknife cross-validation. Evaluated on the test dataset, MemBrain can achieve 79.4% prediction accuracy. Moreover, for the top L /5 predicted long-range loop contacts, the prediction performance can reach an accuracy of 56.4%. These results demonstrate that the new MemBrain is promising for transmembrane protein's contact map prediction. http://www.csbio.sjtu.edu.cn/bioinf/MemBrain /. Supplementary data are available at Bioinformatics online.